
MATHS NOTES FOR PARENTS 27TH APRIL 2020

Dear Parents and Children,
I hope you had lots of fun with the patterns. There were some great photos, thank you. This week 
we’re back to numbers!

Ongoing over the next few weeks – Counting to 20 
To support:
Numberblocks series 3 episodes 21 (eleven),  22 (twelve)  26  (thirteen),  27  (fourteen),  28 (fifteen) - 
available on Youtube 
Numberblocks series 4 episodes 5  (sixteen), 7  (seventeen), 8 (eighteen), 10 (nineteen),  11 (twenty),  
14 (I can count to 20) available on BBC iPlayer

 Provide different collections of loose parts such as shells, buttons, beads or pebbles for the 
children to count. Encourage the children to estimate how many first and to arrange the items onto 10 
frames as they count to help them see the full 10 and part of the next ten.   

 Provide opportunities for children to count beyond 10 learning the number names in order. 
Once the children can confidently say the number names, provide opportunities for them to match 
them to quantities and symbols. Prompt children to recognise that as we count, each number is one 
more than the number before building staircases to show the growing pattern within numbers to 20. 

ADDITION – Adding by counting on
Your child has already encountered addition and subtraction in ‘number stories’, so have an 
understanding of combining two groups to find how many there are altogether. They know how to 
find the total in two groups by counting them all, and now need to develop more efficient addition 
strategies by counting on.  We are only adding single digit numbers together. 

Vocabulary -  zero, one, two ... ten; how many more?; add; make; total; altogether; count on. 
Encourage them to use these words throughout the activities suggested.

IDEAS TO SUPPORT – Adding by counting on

The children should use real objects when adding groups together e.g.  stones, twigs, buttons, 
counters, bricks, oxo cubes, etc. to see that the quantity of a group can be changed by adding more. 
The first, then, now structure can be used to create mathematical stories. At first, the children may 
need to re-count all of the items to see how many they have altogether. When they are ready, 
encourage them to count on e.g. 4….5, 6, 7.

Start by choosing additions that don’t go beyond 10.  Play games which practice counting from 
different starting points to support this step. 



‘I count, you count’ is a game which can be used to practise counting on from different starting points. 
Begin by counting as you point to yourself. When you point to the children they continue the count. 
This is great for creating rhythmic patterns:
1,2    3,4,   5,6   7,8            123,   456,     789,      3456,     78910,

Show me 5 fingers. Now show me 2 more. How many fingers now? How do you know there are 7? Did 
you count them all? Is there another way to count them? We know we have 5 on this hand? Can we 
count on? 6, 7?

Good Luck and enjoy.

Mrs Eyre

If your child is already confident with numbers beyond 10, then you could choose additions that go 
over 10. Still use lots of practical resources to support.

***WRITING DOWN ADDITION CALCULATIONS
You could begin to encourage your child to record on paper the additions they make but please make 
sure the numbers are correctly formed, from the top.

N.B. Recording 2-digit numbers - The children have had little experience of writing 
down 2-digit numbers apart from 10. It is vital therefore that the 1 digit in ‘12’ for 
example is referred to as 1 ten and 2 ones NOT  a one and a two.

Mr. Gumpy’s Outing  by John Burningham     https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b88k5_4Pktk
Using Mr Gumpy’s Outing, ask the children to build a boat and to create their own first, then, now 
stories as different groups of characters climb aboard. Encourage the children to count how many 
altogether as more characters join them.

Number track race – Provide number tracks and a 1-3 dice (spinner). The children take turns to roll the 
die and count on 1, 2, or 3 as they move along or fill up the track. The first to reach 10/20 wins the 
game. This can also be done outside with jumping along giant tracks. N.B. it is easier for children to fill 
the track by adding counters than to ‘jump’ a counter along the track. 

Construction – The children take turns to roll a 1-3 dice and collect 1, 2 or 3 cubes to add to their 
tower. If they are ready, encourage them to count on as they add their cubes each time. How high can 
they build their towers before they topple?

Numberblocks Series 2 Episode15 – Numberblock Castle
Sheet 1 – Counting on addition to 10
Sheet 2 – Counting on addition to 20
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